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12 Traditions read by: Cheryl T(C and E)

Topic 1: Last month talked about setting up zoom account for Area

Yas (Vice Chair) - Last month we had talked about getting a new zoom account set up for the
admin that would take the place of the one we have been using(Naomi's Personal Zoom
account). I had tried to reach out to you(Tyler) and email you a few times this month but never
heard anything back, did you make any progress on getting that zoom account set up?

Tyler (Treasurer) - Yeah, sorry, sometimes I miss the Emails, sometimes they go to my junk
and sometimes they don't and I'm not always the best at checking mid month for emails. I did
not set up a zoom account. When I looked at our finances this last month I was a bit concerned
for a few reasons. Trullio is charging us a recurring charge, which I believe is for the new phone
system, but we are still being charged by Grasshopper(Our former phone system company). I'm
just a little concerned we are not going to manage the money we have let alone spending more
money. Why are we buying another zoom account when what we have now is already sufficient
for what we are doing via admin and other groups? If it's just about managing the schedule we
may be able to find someone to do it. I’m just concerned that we are going to be paying for
another license, when the licence we already have is sufficient for what we want to do(Have
meetings use the same zoom account at the same time).. It seems like a waste of money.

Travis (Recording Secretary) - I gave brief description on what I said last month, I also
describe possible ways we could make a single Zoom account work for multiple groups
to meet during the same time slot. I’m paraphrasing because sometimes it's difficult for
me to speak and type my own subject points effectively while also instilling the weight I
want to conversationally at the time of discussion.

Paraphrasing: What I said last month was that it looked like there were a couple ways we could
make a single Zoom account work. One was to set up our zoom account the same way that
schools do, each teacher has a login and password for a specific room that they use for their
class at a set time. This can be done by having an admin account holder “scheduling meetings”.
There are also other plug ins that I researched that would work for our purposes. I think the end
consensus was that no one wanted to deal with the logistics.

For anyone curios:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/206122046-Can-I-host-concurrent-meetings-

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - Zoom has customer service reps. The one that I work with at my office
helped us set it up. You can have different groups with different passwords to run meetings at
the same time. It worked very well once we had it going, so maybe it's worth contacting him.

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/206122046-Can-I-host-concurrent-meetings-


Naomi (Chair) - We are currently using my Zoom account for admin and Area. My position is
done after next Area(said sternly). So you guys have 30 days for someone to step up,
make an account and take responsibility(Said even more sternly). I Just need someone to
be able to step up so I can know that it's going to be taken care of without my Zoom account. I
love you guys but I'm on my 3rd Term as chair, I have 2 Areas left and I have senioritis(A
condition of extreme fatigue and irritability most commonly seen in overworked service members
such as myself, and Naomi) bad. Someone just needs to own this, and make it happen so that I
don't have to worry when I leave that it's not going to work without my zoom account.

Yas (Vice Chair) - So it seems like we need a Zoom account that we can access that is not
Naomis. It falls under the purview of the treasurer so you(Tyler) are empowered to make it. So
can you set that up or are you comfortable setting it up.

Tyler (Treasurer) - Yeah, I mean I have the infor for the zoom account, so I'll just have to
contact zoom to see how we can set it up.

Yas (Vice Chair) - Are you able to commit to having a zoom account set up for us by next
month that we can use rather than Naomi's account?

General consensus was that the Admin body will figure out how to use a single Zoom account to
host all necessary committee meetings.

Jake (RCM 1) - I mean if it came down to it I have a Zoom account we could use as well.

Topic 2 : Key copies

Jake (RCM 1) - So Tony and I met a couple weeks ago to get the keys made. Tony has 2 keys, I
have one and I'm getting a couple more copies sent to me. At the end we will have 7.

Naomi (Chair) - I would suggest that someone document where our keys go after this. This
isn't the first time we have had to go down this road of not knowing where our keys are.

Tyler (Treasurer) - If Jake can link up with me I can keep a log of who has the keys for which
lock.

Jake (RCM 1) - I did pay 22$ for an over charge for our storage unit, and another 14$ for other
charges on the storage unit. They should be coming from public storage.

Tyler (Treasurer) - Oh, so they got charged to the debit card?

Jake (RCM 1) - No they got charged to my debit card but the bills were emailed to you.



Tyler (Treasurer) - Oh okay, so ill find the emails and cut you a check for the amount

Topic 3 - Motion to update guidelines in regards to monthly attendance of admin
meetings

Yas (Vice Chair) - So there are a couple things to note. When we talked about this we had
decided that… well, two things about the guidelines before I made any edits. The quarterly
admin meetings, “An SASC member is required to go to the quarterly meeting or send a
representative”. There was already language that stipulated that you could send someone to
take your place if you couldn't make it to a quarterly admin meeting.

Last time we had discussed language that would be similar for the monthly admin meetings. My
plan Is that I'll just be adding a subsection in the guidelines that outlines the same thing we do
for quarterly meetings.

(References and changes are in the minutes for November)

Travis (Recording Secretary) - I heard you say something about putting the admin notes as a
requirement for the Recording Secretary, is there a deadline on that?

Yas (Vice Chair) - No worries, so that's a good question. There isn't currently a deadline for the
admin notes and I think flexibility makes sense.

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - So our Recording Secretaries now are doing dictation rather than
organizing. Last month the minutes were over 60 pages. I'm just concerned we may be working
our recording secretaries to death. Originally It(Secretary position) was just supposed to be
organisation. People were expected to write their own motions and their own language for
reports so that the recording secretary could focus on organisation rather than dictation. Taking
verbal notes on admin meetings, GSR announcements and monthly topics was never part of the
original scope of the position.

Travis (Recording Secretary) - I had meant to bring this up and forgot so I’m glad that it's
being said now. I do have concerns that going forward the standard of dictation and detail is
going to have to be adjusted. My assistant for instance isn’t a typist by trade and likely won't be
doing the same verbal dictation that I have been. I think just doing general notes is totally fine,
and however a Secretary wants to do it within the purview of their position is acceptable. I just
don't want it to turn into an expectation that the minutes are always going to be the way they are
now. I also Wasn't thrilled about how long the minutes were last month either. They were just
over 60 pages, and half of that was guidelines and guideline changes. I understand that it's a



rare occurrence but I feel like it can already be such a slog to get through the minutes on a
normal month, let alone having an additional 30 pages.

*Note: For the record the November minutes were 24 pages not including the Group Reports and Motions
sections.With group reports and Motions the Minutes were 30 pages, much of this is taken up by given
reports from the admin body. The rest is general dictation I condense into comprehensive blocks of
conversation.

Yas (Vice Chair) - So this might be something good to bring up at inventory.

Naomi (Chair) - This is a really good reason for us to have best practices documentation for our
successors when we move on. For example what is reasonable to expect from a Recording
Secretary is to capture the spirit of the conversation. So who said something and the general
idea and the result. That way people just see that there was a conversation. And what the result
was. That should be plenty.

Yas (Vice Chair) - Part of the edit for this guideline should also be that the RS is responsible for
the Recording of the SASC admin notes and Quarterly notes.

Yas (Vice Chair) - These were difficult to play with but I think I captured what we were trying to
do. I'll do my best to explain. An informed representative is defined as someone that is an
elected member on the sub committee that is sufficiently informed to make decisions and inform
on behalf of that position.

2 occasions of “no show” or not sending a representative

Failure to attend 2 SASC admin meetings - that is[will be] out of compliance.

If you have sent someone to represent you then you can miss up to 3 admin meetings or 4
meetings in a 12 month period.

The breakdown of that is 2 excused absences, 2 represented absences and no more than 2
absences in a row.

Naomi (Chair) - The one thing I don't like… So I send an informed representative twice in a row
to area, then I send an informed rep to an admin meeting. Thats 3 that i've missed for my
position.

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - That could happen within a 3 week period, so I mean, your mother
passes away, family emergency, and you're out.

Yas (Vice Chair) - One thought I had was what if this just didn't matter. Its kind of redundant as
we already have guidelines for the quarterly admin meetings. The way its written now is that you
don't have to show up to a Quarterly admin meeting. Failure to attend or send a rep to one



quarterly meeting and you’re out of compliance. That's a really important meeting because we
are budgeting. Then if you don't show up to two of them then you are in non compliance.

Jake (RCM 1) - So what if [my or anyones] mother dies the day of Area. I'm not coming and I'm
not sending someone. So if you guys think it's fair to kick someone out based on them being in
that situation then…

Tony (Literature) - I think that things have come far enough that we know that if something
happens we can call.

Naomi (Chair) - We contact those people, we see what happened, We have a process for non
compliance. Of course then someone will contact that person. So when someone doesn't show
up, we contact that person, find out what happened and go from there.

Jake (RCM 1) - So someone is going to say, AKA(Also known as) Nathan, is going to bring up
that, it sounds demanding, not understanding, isn't clear and thus isn't good language.

Yas (Vice Chair) - You can miss a Quarterly meeting regardless one time. So it's not like it's
completely without flexibility.

Tony (Literature) - The informed representative sent has to be within their sub committee?

Yas (Vice Chair) - Yes. If you send a representative to a quarterly admin meeting though, even
if you send one, if you miss 2 quarterly admin meetings, you are out of compliance.

*Went over language of the new guidelines for a while, ended where we started

Yas (Vice Chair) - The compliance language as things are now… someone is automatically
removed from their position regardless of what the reason for absence is. Example, so what if
someone comes into the position and they realize they made a mistake, then what do we do? Is
there a way to make space for mistakes like that?

Tony (Literature) - Isn't that really the chair and vice chairs responsibility to deal with someone
that is out of compliance because of things like attitude or disregard for the rules.

*discussion of non compliance caused by personal tragedy vs. misconduct and disregard for
ones responsibilities

Jake (RCM 1) - So maybe a good solution would be for the admin group to be the ones to make
the vote rather than the SASC body because we would be the ones that really know what's
going on.

Travis (Recording Secretary) - I don't think that we can be the ones to make that choice. I said
when we originally brought up the motion to make compliance an automatic process that it was



a mistake because situations like this will come up where people start making exceptions. If its
left to admin to start deciding who is in and out of compliance then we are basically running
ourselves and thats not okay. It ends up falling on the Chair and Vice chair to police people
which can be an issue in it of itself. We shouldn't be the ones to decide what is a good “excuse”
for being absent. Does that mean you aren't out of compliance because we as an admin body
think one reason for an absence is okay and another reason isn't?

If someone is out of compliance for a good reason, come to Area explain what happened, any
any SASC body that is reasonable is going to vote a member back into there position for
something like missing Area because their mother passed away.

Naomi (Chair) - We can't as an admin body vote on positions because its not the admin body
that votes people into these positions its the GSR’s. We have set it up the way we have and I
think it will work really well.

*Note general discussion on members currently on Admin body who could be out of compliance,
I mentioned that there are possibly details that are being overlooked and disregarded already
and unless someone keeps track its a dangerous circumstance

Yas (Vice Chair) - So I spoke to Emma(PR Chair) on Friday, She told me she isn't going to be
here, She told me that she was going to send Gwynnd, but because Gwynnd didn't show up
[either] is she(Emma) than responsible for the fact that her representatives didn’t show up?

Naomi (Chair) - So does that mean Emmas out of compliance?

Yas (Vice Chair) - So technically yes, because she has missed 2 consecutive SASC Areas or
will if she doesn't make it today.

*messaged Emma to let her know that no one will be representing her at AREA today.

Topic 4 - We need the SINAC Liaison to be coming to both Admin and Area

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - Right now SINAC is doing a lot of good work, but we don't know about
it. They also have not been sending us financial updates. Right now the Sub committee is
thriving but none of us would or do know about it because they have not been showing up.

Yas (Vice Chair) - I went to a SINAC event and it was great, but there was a really small turn
out.

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - That's because nobody knew it was happening.



Topic 5 - New guidelines for Unity day need to be re addressed

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - So some people in  my homegroup who are “Business nerds”  Think
that there are some changes that need to be made to the new guidelines because it's not a
change to guidelines, it's a completely new set of guidelines.

Naomi (Chair) - We don't need to make a motion to table the Unity day motion, I think we can
just table it for a month, than re-submit the motion and discuss it in January.

Yas (Vice Chair) - So i'm just going to put it out there that the Subcommittee did put the
guidelines out there to the public so that people could look at them.

Cheryl T (C & E Rep) - They didn't get sent out the month before due to a
miscommunication(Travis didn’t attach them- sorry about that). A couple weeks just isn't enough
time to review them.

*Inventory today! Just a reminder that we are going to try our best to get through Area as quickly
as possible today so that we can get to and spend as much time on the Inventory as possible.


